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Year in Review: The Threat Trends of 2022 & Risks to Track in 2023  
 

For businesses in all industries, 2023 means new ambitions, goals, and opportunities – though, with each 
opportunity, the New Year also brings new risks. To help Clients prepare for the unknown hazards of the year 
to come, Polaris has revisited the key stories and critical headlines of 2022, to identify and outline trending 
threats and emerging concerns. 
 
 
Historic Protests Follow the Overturn of Roe v. Wade 

 

 2022 in Review: Protest Activity Consistent Since June 2022 Decision – On June 24, 2022 – following months of speculation – the 
Supreme Court officially overturned Roe v. Wade, and, with it, Americans’ constitutional right to abortion. The decision triggered 
a wave of anti-abortion legislation in Republican-controlled states; as of reporting, abortions are largely banned in thirteen (13) 
states, including Texas and Louisiana. (NPR; New York Times.) The decision and subsequent restrictions prompted nationwide 
protests, including notable demonstrations outside the Supreme Court, and at the homes of supporting Justices. Unrest continued 
through the rest of the year, as pro-abortion protesters responded to developing state abortion restrictions, relevant litigation 
and legal challenges, and controversial individual cases. (New York Times; Al Jazeera; Time; CNN; CNBC; NPR.) 
 

 Looking Ahead: Further Protest & New Legal Challenges Likely – Protests are already planned for the new year: anti-abortion 
group March for Life will emphasize “Next Steps” during its annual rally on January 20, 2023, which has historically seen counter-
protest. Given the change in laws, this event may serve as a considerable tension point – especially as the pro-life event was 
attended by members of the alt-right group Patriot Front last year. (March for Life; American Catholic Tribune; NBC News.) Beyond 
this protest, legal challenges to state abortion laws will continue; the Brennan Center reports that 34 lawsuits across 19 states 
remain pending as of December 19, 2022. As these cases are disposed, they may be met with additional protest. (Brennan Center.) 

 
 
Violent Backlash at LGBTQ+ Events 
 

 2022 in Review: LGBTQ+ Groups Face Violent Backlash, Protest – Anti-LGBTQ+ violence is on the rise; a June 2022 report from 
the Department of Justice found that lesbian, gay, and bisexual individuals faced “significantly higher” rates of violent victimization 
than straight individuals. (Department of Justice; Human Rights Campaign; NBC News.) This trend culminated in the tragic Club Q 
shooting, when a suspect killed five (5) during a November 2022 Colorado Springs drag show. Indeed, drag shows were a common 
target for far-right groups like the Proud Boys, White Lives Matter, and Patriot Front, who accused attendees of “grooming” 
children, and disrupted events in Ohio, Florida, New York, and elsewhere. (Anti-Defamation League; NBC News; NBC NY; PBS.)  
 

 Looking Ahead: Courts, State Lawmakers Likely to Continue to LGBTQ+ Challenges – Legal challenges to gay, lesbian, and trans 
rights continue to generate tension and protest. On December 13, 2022, President Joe Biden signed the Respect for Marriage Act, 
which protects same-sex and interracial marriages at the federal level – though legal challenges to LGBTQ+ rights persist. Indeed, 
as soon as the Act itself was passed, Republican representatives sought to “defund” it, with critics claiming that the bill fails to 
“protect religious liberty.” Liberal critics, meanwhile, claimed that the law did not go far enough, as states may regain discretion 
over the legal status of gay marriage if the Supreme Court reverses its 2015 decision in Obergefell v. Hodges. To that end, 
lawmakers and influential jurists such as Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas have signaled interest in “reconsidering” the 
precedent, while as many as 325 anti-LGBTQ+ bills were proposed by Republican legislators in 2022 alone. These included Florida’s 
much discussed “Don’t Say Gay” bill, which led to considerable protest and criticism over the last year. As such, any new legislation 
affecting gay or trans rights will likely lead to further protest. (NPR; Fox News; Politico; Axios; Washington Post; ACLU; CNN; CNBC; 
Bloomberg; UN High Commissioner of Human Rights; ABC; PRISM Reports.) 

 

https://www.npr.org/2022/06/24/1102305878/supreme-court-abortion-roe-v-wade-decision-overturn
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2022/us/abortion-laws-roe-v-wade.html
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2022/06/24/us/roe-wade-abortion-supreme-court
https://www.aljazeera.com/gallery/2022/10/9/photos-thousands-in-us-join-abortion-rights-protests
https://time.com/6193512/maryland-antipicketing-laws-supreme-court/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/27/us/supreme-court-overturns-roe-v-wade-monday/index.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/09/30/abortion-rights-protest-spurred-by-supreme-court-ruling-in-dobbs-.html
https://www.npr.org/2022/07/03/1109614708/protests-at-homes-of-supreme-court-justices
https://marchforlife.org/national-march-for-life/
https://americancatholictribune.com/stories/633476182-next-steps-marching-into-a-post-roe-america-will-be-march-for-life-themed-in-2023
https://www.nbcnews.com/think/opinion/patriot-front-s-anti-abortion-advocacy-march-life-sends-clear-ncna1287952
https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/research-reports/state-court-abortion-litigation-tracker
https://bjs.ojp.gov/content/pub/pdf/vvsogi1720.pdf#page=2
https://reports.hrc.org/an-epidemic-of-violence-2022#epidemic-numbers
https://www.nbcnews.com/nbc-out/out-politics-and-policy/biden-warns-rising-hate-violence-lgbtq-people-rcna29184
https://www.adl.org/resources/blog/weekend-anti-lgbtq-extremism-highlights-heightened-threat-community
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/holi-drag-storytime-children-canceled-right-wing-protesters-rcna59990
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/local/protesters-mob-nyc-library-hosting-drag-story-hour-for-kids/4001878/
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/politics/political-rhetoric-false-claims-obscure-the-history-of-drag-performance#:%7E:text=Opponents%20of%20drag%20story%20hours,entrap%20and%20abuse%20their%20victims.
https://www.npr.org/2022/12/13/1142331501/biden-to-sign-respect-for-marriage-act-reflecting-his-and-the-countrys-evolution
https://www.foxnews.com/politics/rep-chip-roy-introduces-spending-bill-amendment-defund-respect-marriage-act
https://www.politico.com/news/2022/12/28/states-sex-restrict-care-lgbtq-legislation-00074834
https://www.axios.com/2022/06/24/clarence-thomas-same-sex-marriage-contraception
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/12/07/respect-marriage-act-is-progress-lgbtq-advocates-say-its-no-obergefell/
https://www.aclu.org/legislation-affecting-lgbtq-rights-across-country
https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/17/politics/state-legislation-lgbtq-rights/index.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/03/28/disney-vows-to-help-repeal-dont-say-gay-law.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-04-08/mapping-the-anti-lgbtq-proposals-flooding-u-s-state-legislatures?leadSource=uverify%20wall
https://www.ohchr.org/en/press-releases/2022/08/united-states-un-expert-warns-lgbt-rights-being-eroded-urges-stronger
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/biden-administration-meets-florida-lgbtq-community-dont-gay/story?id=83525944
https://prismreports.org/2022/04/20/hate-crimes-rise-anti-lgbtq-legislation/
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Attacks on Critical Infrastructure 
 

 2022 in Review: Attacks on North Carolina, Oregon, & Washington Power Grids Cause Outages – A January 2022 report from 
the Department of Homeland Security’s (“DHS”) Office of Intelligence & Analysis found that domestic extremists had “developed 
credible, specific plans to attack electricity infrastructure.” In the months that followed, the DHS’ warnings proved prescient: tens 
of thousands of North Carolina residents lost power following gunfire attacks on two (2) substations on the evening of December 
3, 2022, while at least six (6) incidents have been reported at Washington and Oregon power stations since late November. Despite 
investigations from local authorities and the FBI, the perpetrators’ motives and intentions remain unclear – though the DHS 
previously warned that detailed, “low-tech” attack strategies were often traded among extremist groups in online forums. Despite 
a lack of clear motive, this string of deliberate attacks has only reinforced the DHS’ claims that online groups may be targeting 
electricity infrastructure. (NPR; Associated Press; CNN; The Guardian; ABC; Oregon Public Broadcasting; Forbes; KIRO7.) 
 

 Looking Ahead: Further Attacks Likely; Strategies for More Secure Infrastructure Needed – Given the DHS’ warnings, and the 
increasing frequency of relevant incidents, attacks on critical infrastructure are likely to continue into the new year and beyond. 
Indeed, the DHS reiterated its January 2022 warning as recently as November 30, 2022, when it listed critical infrastructure as one 
(1) of many possible targets for future violent attacks in a National Terrorism Advisory System Bulletin. Given the costly, 
destabilizing nature of power grid attacks – with damages rising as high as seven (7) figures, and outages lasting for days or weeks 
–energy providers should consider proactive security methods. Measures might include a dedicated onsite security presence, a 
security assessment targeting potential structural improvements, or – given extremists’ use of online forums to disseminate attack  
strategies – detailed intelligence monitoring, to identify chatter targeting relevant sites. (Associated Press; DHS.) 

 
International Conflicts Generate Domestic Protests, Disrupt Supply Chains 
 

 2022 in Review: Issues in Iran, China, & Ukraine Impact US Citizens, Supply Chain – 2022 was marked by domestic gestures of 
international solidarity; Americans demonstrated in support of Chinese citizens as they protested their government’s strict “zero-
COVID” policies, and Iranians, who rallied in large numbers following the death of a 22-year-old Kurdish woman at the hands of 
morality police. Most notably, however, were marches and fundraisers held in support of Ukraine following Russia’s invasion of 
the country in early 2022. (ABC7; CBS; NBC News; Wall Street Journal; New York Times; CNN.) While these demonstrations offered 
moral and financial support to those abroad, US citizens were themselves impacted by these conflicts in indirect ways: experts 
have noted that the Russia-Ukraine conflict, and global instability, generally, have worsened already-volatile supply routes, 
necessitating changes to the sourcing, transit, and delivery of key goods. (MIT; HIS Markit; World Economic Forum.)         
 

 Looking Ahead: China’s Reopening, Continued Russia-Ukraine Conflict Prompt Supply Chain Fears – After three (3) years of 
COVID-induced disruption, the US is well-poised to import goods – even as existing supply chains remain inconsistent, with foreign 
exporters facing new issues. While zero-COVID was unpopular among Chinese citizens, its absence meant a swift uptick in local 
cases. In the coming months, China – and, with it, the global supply chain – will likely face further COVID-related disruption. 
(Fortune; Barron’s; Forbes.) Meanwhile trade routes and raw materials in Europe will remain unsettled as long as the Russia-
Ukraine war continues – and given recent, deadly strikes in both countries, no immediate end is in sight. (OECD; CNBC.)  

 
Rapidly Developing Cybersecurity Threats 
 

 2022 in Review: 2022 Continues Troubling Cyber Risk Trends – The massive, high-profile cyberattacks of recent years – from 
2021’s Colonial Pipeline and Log4J attacks, to breaches of Equifax, JPMorgan, and more – have made modern businesses all too 
aware of the disruptive potential of a breach. The pace of development is staggering: consider the Log4Shell bug, which, despite 
consistent patching and monitoring throughout 2022, may still pose a risk to systems running unpatched versions of Apache 
Tomcat server software – once representing 40% of downloads. Despite rapid, developing defenses against Log4Shell – or similar 
schemes – state and non-state actors were exploited throughout the year. (Purplesec.us; Wired; InfoSecurity Magazine; Politico.) 
The Biden Administration and expert partners/agencies have passed laws and published guidance to enhance attack preparedness 
and attack mitigation – though such measures require on enterprise attention and cooperation. (CISA; The White House.) 
 

 Looking Ahead: Tightening Regulations Demand  Cyber Risks – The increasing ubiquity of cyber breaches demands a regulatory 
response – and 2023 is poised to bring significant changes to federal or state compliance and cybersecurity standards. The SEC 
has already announced amendments to its governance, risk management, and incident disclosure requirements, while at least 
forty (40) state legislatures have considered new laws recommending or promoting robust cybersecurity programs within the last 
year. Regardless of whether these regulations impact your company however, all businesses face mounting consumer and partner 
pressures to protect their sensitive information, whether through employee trainings or rigorous risk monitoring programs. 
(National Conference of State Legislatures; Reuters.)         

https://www.npr.org/2022/12/04/1140647869/power-substations-north-carolina-gunfire-vandalism
https://apnews.com/article/crime-north-carolina-052f618466c84b841b467b55c222717a
https://www.cnn.com/2022/12/05/us/power-outage-moore-county-investigation-monday/index.html
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2022/dec/09/us-power-grid-pacific-northwest-attacks
https://abcnews.go.com/US/attacks-plots-similar-north-carolina-power-grid-attack/story?id=94574765
https://www.opb.org/article/2022/12/08/string-of-electrical-grid-attacks-in-pacific-northwest-are-unsolved/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/carlieporterfield/2022/12/26/more-power-grid-attacks-14000-lose-power-in-washington-after-north-carolina-oregon-stations-targeted/?sh=ca43d7545b93
https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/more-than-7k-without-power-east-pierce-county-after-substation-attack/WVRNJQTTLJAHRIHTVJ5SJ2BCGE/
https://apnews.com/article/business-united-states-law-enforcement-agencies-9e3d1d4d4cd429b69a787235caa7e4b8
https://www.dhs.gov/publication/national-terrorism-advisory-system-bulletin-november-30-2022-translations
https://abc7.com/westwood-california-iran-protests-2022-mahsa-amini-iranian-women/12583159/
https://www.cbsnews.com/newyork/news/iran-protests-new-york-city/
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/world/iran-executions-crush-anti-government-protests-rcna61411
https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-loosens-covid-restrictions-as-public-anger-simmers-11670145430
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/02/27/us/ukraine-rallies.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/02/28/us/ukraine-russia-us-demonstrations-boycotts-monday/index.html
https://mitsloan.mit.edu/ideas-made-to-matter/ripple-effects-russia-ukraine-war-test-global-economies
https://cdn.ihsmarkit.com/www/prot/pdf/0122/The-Great-Supply-Chain-Disruption.pdf
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2022/05/reinvent-supply-chains-pandemic-ukraine/
https://fortune.com/2022/12/02/anthony-fauci-china-covid-vaccines-less-effective-sinovac-sinopharm/
https://www.barrons.com/articles/china-easing-zero-covid-restrictions-supply-chain-risk-51670969828
https://www.forbes.com/sites/willyshih/2022/12/13/chinas-covid-zero-exit-and-the-potential-for-2023-supply-chain-impacts/?sh=490cb36e103f
https://www.oecd.org/ukraine-hub/policy-responses/the-supply-of-critical-raw-materials-endangered-by-russia-s-war-on-ukraine-e01ac7be/
https://www.cnbc.com/2023/01/03/russia-ukraine-live-updates.html
https://purplesec.us/security-insights/top-vulnerabilities-2022/#:%7E:text=Google%20Chrome%20Zero%2DDay%20(CVE%2D2022%2D0609),-This%20vulnerability%20was&text=Chrome%20web%20browser.-,It%20was%20discovered%20in%202022%20and%20allowed%20attackers%20to%20execute,until%20they%20update%20their%20browser
https://www.wired.com/story/log4j-log4shell-one-year-later/
https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/about/
https://www.politico.com/newsletters/weekly-cybersecurity/2022/12/19/does-software-piracy-undermine-kyivs-security-00074522
https://www.cisa.gov/shields-up
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/10/11/fact-sheet-biden-harris-administration-delivers-on-strengthening-americas-cybersecurity/#:%7E:text=Through%20the%20President's%20Executive%20Order,steps%2C%20such%20as%20multifactor%20authentication
https://www.ncsl.org/research/telecommunications-and-information-technology/cybersecurity-legislation-2022637922035.aspx
https://www.reuters.com/legal/legalindustry/new-privacy-laws-2023-considering-draft-regulations-2022-11-16/#:%7E:text=November%2016%2C%202022%20%2D%20There%20are,%2C%20Colorado%2C%20Utah%20and%20Connecticut.
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